
SaaS

« Software as a Services » 

(SaaS) solutions are programs 

that can be accessed via 

the Internet and include all 

associated services. 

Business Software

Rent your apps ! 

Be mobile
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« Software as Services » (SaaS) solutions are programs that can be accessed via the Internet.  Rather 
than installing an application on your computer or your local server, use the applications on our servers. 
This solution guarantees reliable access to your data, allowing you to avoid common issues such as 
incompatibility or maintenance fees that are hard to control. The major benefit of this solution is that 
it allows you to access your data wherever you are. The fact that you do not need to install anything 
on your PC bypasses any issues relating to compatibility, updates, backups or computer crashes.  

Ideal for a multi-site configuration:
 
Since the SaaS service is accessible via an Internet connection, you can use it from you headquarters, 
your agencies, while on the move with your laptop, from your home with your personal computer, 
in other words from any computer connected to the Internet. 
This flexibility enables you to communicate and share information with your staff quickly, easily and 
without any constraints and without having to set up a complex and costly system. 

PRODUCT FEATURES

The Win€ur product line:
Win€ur Accounting - Win€ur AP/AR - Win€ur Analytic - Win€ur Budgets - Win€ur Consolidation - 
Win€ur Fixed Assets - Win€ur Portfolio - Win€ur First - Win€ur Payroll - Win€ur Invoicing - Win€ur 
Invoicing & Stocks - Win€ur Time Sheet.

HIGHT LEVEL OF SECURITY: 

Security and protection of IT systems are currently 
a hot topic. IT incidents are growing in number 
and severity. To ensure uninterrupted service and 
optimal protection of your data we have set up 
a very high level of security. You are relieved of 
this concern and can fully devote your time to 
your core business without having to worry about 

maintenance issues related to your IT systems. Thanks to the SaaS 
approach real security becomes accessible for all types of companies, 
even if they do not have any aptitude for IT. The SaaS provider has 
firewall mechanisms, intrusion detectors, authentication systems to 
verify access for each user according to their profile as well as backup systems for data and redundant servers. 
In addition, the latest encryption technology is used to guarantee the protection of sensitive data during their 
transfer onto the network. The infrastructures themselves are physically protected by access control systems, anti-fire 
and anti-flooding installations. 

RENT: 

No need to buy software, yet still have access to the latest version.  Stop the rat race for the glory of hardware. 
Access company applications from home or on the train. Buy accounting, reporting or payroll programs like you 
would rent a television with an all-inclusive service. All this is now possible on the WEB thanks to SaaS. 
SaaS apps are services that remain accessible 24/7, from any location whether office, construction site, home or on a 
trip, from anywhere in the world. 
Subscribing to a SaaS offer is the same as renting apps that are online through a provider. 
Applications are provided ready to run without any deployment, maintenance or update constraints. So the company 
can take advantage of the software, via the WEB, for a simple monthly fee. 
The SaaS model simplifies things for a business just by renting a service. 



SaaS
 
FINANCIAL BENEFITS
 
The financial benefits compared to traditional IT solutions are not the only aspect to be considered. As with 
all outsourcing, the company always wins when concentrating on their core business. Furthermore, in terms of 
accounting, a large part of systems costs becomes a variable  cost just like other rentals or services and is no 
longer a fixed cost with depreciation.

RESOURCES
 
The client only needs a bit of power at their own work station and can thus use their current, even old, IT system. 
The benefits are more than obvious for smaller structures that do not have sufficient internal IT resources and for 
which the time spent backing up data, updating information or software is always too much. 

QUALITY
The service provider adheres to a technical charter and service quality contract. The SLA or Service Level Agree-
ment is a guarantee of quality of service, 
a document that formalizes the technical level of quality which 
the service provider agrees to. This agreement specifies the 
availability of apps, user conditions are well as confidentiality 
agreements and the possibilities of cancelling the service. 

SaaS solutions: 
obvious benefits for the business.

   - Mobility, Accessibility
   - Financial benefits

   - Exchanges, Services
   - Updates

   - Automatic updates
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Ava i l a b l e  s e r v i c e s

The module processes Debtors and Suppliers. Its vast 
functions such as reminders, schedules, BVRs, SOG, 
payment proposals and DAT enable optimal cash-flow 
management. It is integrated with the general ledger

Win€UR Accounting
Accounting is at the center of your management. It must 
be flexible, reliable and correspond to all your needs 
and work methods. Its processing capacity ensures the 
availability of data at all times. 

Win€UR Billing 

Win€UR Billing & Stocks

Win€UR Payroll

Win€UR Time Sheet

Win€UR Analytic

Win€UR Portfolio

Complete management of billing good or services. 
The module keeps track of client flows (commercial 
offers, deliveries, billing). It configuration flexibility 

This commercial software suite allows you to manage 
all the aspects of a business:
Stocks and their valuation, as well as possible 
investments,
Debtor chain (offers, orders, deliveries and billing). 
Supplier chain (offers, orders, deliveries and receipt)    

Win€UR Debtors and Suppliers.

An efficient product that processes all employer 
data. All the legal lists and tables are provided for 
and analysis tools are integrated so as to extract data 

A powerful tool for processing all accounting data 
to analyze manufacturing costs, overhead and areas 
of profit. Customizable reports allow to extract all 
information in custom formats

This stock portfolio management program allows for 
the recording of all transactions, purchases, sales, etc…
The transactions as well as the various resulting financial 
statements can be customized. Estimates, loss & gain 

The modules analyzes costs, lists items for billing 
elements (expenses, etc.) and enters employee work 
hours for the entire staff. 
Its goals: Analysis & Billing. 

Win€UR Reporting & Budgets
The module allows you to view and analyze the complete 
financial state of the company:
• Current and always up to date (Reporting),
• Future (Budgets, with analysis of any gaps. 
Configurable, it presents states for all situations. 

Win€UR Archive (EDM)
Win€UR Archive is the first Electronic Document 
Management (EDM) software specifically designed to 
accelerate bookkeeping. 


